This paper addresses an ill-posed problem of recovering a color image from its compressively sensed measurement data. Differently from the typical 1D vector-based approach of the state-of-the-art methods, we exploit the nonlocal similarities inherently existing in images by treating each patch of a color image as a 3D tensor consisting of not only horizontal and vertical but also spectral dimensions. A group of nonlocal similar patches form a 4D tensor for which a nonlocal higher order dictionary is learned via higher order singular value decomposition. The multiple sub-dictionaries contained in the higher order dictionary decorrelate the group in each corresponding dimension, thus help the detail of color images to be reconstructed better. Furthermore, we promote sparsity of the final solution using a sparsity regularization based on a weight tensor. It can distinguish those coefficients of the sparse representation generated by the higher order dictionary which are expected to have large magnitude from the others in the optimization. Accordingly, in the iterative solution, it acts like a weighting process which is designed by approximating the minimum mean squared error filter for more faithful recovery. Experimental results confirm improvement by the proposed method over the state-of-the-art ones.
I. INTRODUCTION
ompressive sensing (CS) [1] - [3] is an emerging technique that samples a signal in a rate much lower than the conventional Nyquist/Shannon sampling rate [4] [5] for sparse signals. The possible reduction of sampling rate is attractive for imaging applications such as radar imaging [6] , spectral imaging [7] , lensless camera [8] , flat camera [9] , single-pixel imaging [10] , and so on, to name a few. Faithful recovery of CS heavily depends on its recovery method from the CS measurements. While many CS recovery methods [11] - [15] have focused on gray images, only few have worked on color images [16] - [18] , despite of the fact that color images make more practical sense from user experience viewpoint. Since CS basically assumes signal sparsity in some sparsifying transform domains, its performance can be improved by carefully selecting a sparsifying basis (e.g., either a fixed transformation or a dictionary) and properly regularizing sparsity of the sparse representation corresponding to the selected sparsifying basis.
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The sparsifying basis decorrelates the signal of interest and generates its sparse representation. For image signals, a pixel in a color channel is similar typically to its spatially adjacent pixels (spatial correlation), pixels in its other color channels (spectral correlation), and pixels in other similar patches that are even not nearby (nonlocal correlation). One possibility to decorrelate those four dimensional similarities within an image signal is to process those similar pixels as a high dimensional tensor using the recent advancement in the higher order singular value decomposition (HOSVD) [19] . HOSVD can be considered as a generalization of singular value decomposition of a matrix [20] which decomposes correlation along all dimensions of a tensor. This possibility of HOSVD has emerged for some applications such as handwritten digit recognition [19] , image recognition [21] , image fusion [22] , image inpainting [23] , and color image/video denoising [24] , [25] . Inspired by the excellent decorrelation property of HOSVD, this paper employs it as a tool to adaptively learn a higher order dictionary for each group of (nonlocal) similar patches, in which a patch is processed as a 3D tensor (and then a group of patches is processed as a 4D tensor). The higher order dictionary contains multiple smaller matrices (called subdictionaries), so that not only spatial and nonlocal correlation but also spectral correlation can be taken into account.
The sparsity regularization promotes the sparsity of the signal to be recovered with respect to the selected sparsifying basis. In this paper, we assume that we can roughly estimate magnitudes of sparse coefficients, for example, from an intermediately recovered image in iterative recovery. Accordingly, we propose to recover those coefficients whose magnitudes are expected to be large as large values, while recovering the coefficients expected to be small in magnitude as small values. It promotes the sparsity of the recovered sparse representation. This concept is implemented with a weight tensor in a sparsity regularization, called weighted sparsity regularization, where large weight values are assigned to those coefficients expected to have large magnitude and vice versa. We formulate the higher order dictionary learning and spare representation recovery as an optimization problem which can be solved iteratively by the split Bregman method [26] . In this iterative solution, the weighted sparsity regularization is interpreted as a weighting process and, idealistically, the weight tensor should be designed in such a way that the weighting process works as the minimum mean squared error (MMSE) Compressive Sensing of Color Images Using Nonlocal Higher Order Dictionary Khanh Quoc Dinh, Thuong Nguyen Canh, and Byeungwoo Jeon C filter [27] to bring the optimal solution. However, since the true sparse representation is not available at recovery, in practice, we design the weight tensor to approximate the MMSE filter with several variations of soft thresholding, weighted soft thresholding, and hard thresholding.
Contributions of this paper is summarized as followings: 1) to the best of the authors' knowledge, this is the first paper which uses the HOSVD to develop a higher order dictionary for CS problem of color images that 2) adapts to each group of nonlocal similar patches by considering each patch as a high dimensional tensor; 3) and accompanies the weighted sparsity regularization using a weight tensor to faithfully recover the sparse representation generated by the higher order dictionary, in which 4) the weight tensor is designed in several different ways to approximate the MMSE filter.
The rest of this paper is organized as following. Section II discusses prior works, whereas Sections III and IV present formations of CS of color images with the higher order dictionary accompanied by the weighted sparsity regularization, and its iterative solution via split Bregman method, respectively. Section V discusses design of the weight tensor and its variations. Section VI gives experimental results and discussions, while Section VII concludes the paper.
II. PRIOR WORK

A. Sparsifying basis and sparsity regularization
CS of images typically assumes that the given image is sparse in fixed sparsifying bases such as 2D-DCT or wavelet [12] , [28] . It is also noted that the image gradient can also make the image sparsified, and it is employed in the total variation approach [11] which has been shown to well present the edge and detail information. Xu et al. [29] designed a sparsifying basis for natural images, where the sparsifying basis is considered as a dictionary trained from an image dataset to better describe the natural images than the fixed transform bases. However, it should be noted that not only the fixed transform bases or gradient, but also the trained dictionary lack in adaptability to variety of image properties due to the limit of the dataset. On the other hand, the state-of-the-art recovery methods such as low-rank minimization [14] or group-based sparsity [15] try to exploit the nonlocal property of images to learn a specific dictionary adapted for each group of similar patches. Although the works [14] , [15] achieved better performance than the fixed sparsifying bases as 2D-DCT, wavelet, gradient, and trained dictionary as shown in Fig. 1 and gave a glimpse of hint on adaptive dictionary learning by exploiting nonlocal properties of images, they focused on gray images by considering each patch as a 1D vector, thus cannot produce the best performance for color images having additional similarity in spectral dimension. We overcome this problem by treating each patch as a 3D tensor so that the learned dictionary can address all the correlation within a group of similar patches including color similarity.
On the other hand, exploitation of prior knowledge on the signal of interest can improve CS recovery. Reweighted ℓ1minimization [30] which assumes certain knowledge on magnitude of the sparse representation sets the weight values in the ℓ1 regularization to be inversely proportional to the coefficients' magnitude -it counteracts its influence on the ℓ1norm so that the sparsity of the recovered signal is promoted. This scheme is proven in [30] to be equivalent to regularization with a sparsity regularization using the log-norm. Weighted nonlocal low-rank method [14] also employed the sparsity regularization of log-norm with a sparse representation containing set of singular values of each group of similar patches. Different from the reweighted ℓ1-minimization [30] that requires complete recovery to estimate the weight values, the work [14] updates the weight values at every iteration using the recovered data at previous iteration. It can drastically save computation while causing almost no loss in recovery performance. By the way, typical CS recovery methodologies have data fidelity constraint and sparsity regularization, and their optimization process can be considered as alternate iterations of a data update process (to address the data fidelity constraint) and a filtering process (to do regularization on the sparsity) that estimates the signal of interest from output of the update process. Therefore, CS recovery can be improved through removing perturbation in the recovered image at the current iteration by filtering with Wiener filter in smooth Landweber projection [12] , Wiener filter in ℓ20 minimization [31] , or some other sophisticated filters (e.g., BM3D filter [32] ) in approximate message passing (AMP) [33] . This paper shares the same concept of promoting sparsity of the sparse representation so that large-magnitude coefficients can be recovered as large ones and vice versa as in [30] by a weighted sparsity regularization accompanied by a weight tensor for the case of higher order dictionary. Furthermore, while [14] and [30] designed the weights that counteract the coefficients magnitude to pursue sparsity by log-norm regularization, the weighted sparsity regularization is more general and offers more freedom in designing the weight tensor. We analyze its recovery error at each iteration and then design the weight tensor in several variations to approximate the minimum mean squared error (MMSE) filter.
B. Color correlation exploitation
Due to the ever-increasing importance of vivid color information in modern media systems, more attention is given to CS recovery of color images for which color correlation has been typically taken into account by simultaneous recovery of three color channels using their CS measurements. Nagesh et al. [16] recovered color images based on a joint sparsity model that simultaneously processed so called, common and innovation components of red (R), green (G), and blue (B) channels. Majumdar and Ward [17] observed that if R value is large, then G and B values are also large due to strong correlation among three color channels, which led them to use ℓ2,0 to exploit this property. This ℓ2,0 framework is improved by an embedded Wiener filter in [31] or combined with the iterative hard thresholding in [18] . However, since these works used fixed sparsifying bases (i.e., 2D-DCT) which cannot adapt to nonlocal property of images, they cannot show satisfactory performance, as seen in Fig. 1 . Compared to them, we utilize the nonlocal property of images to learn an adaptive higher order dictionary by considering a group of nonlocal similar patches as a 4D tensor of three color channels so that the higher order dictionary can decompose all correlation within the tensor including the color correlation.
III. HIGHER ORDER DICTIONARY AND SPARSITY REGULARIZATION
A. Problem formulation
an original color image having spatial resolution of hw  and three color channels of R, G, and B. CS takes a measurement vector y of X in a sensing process as:
Here
, C = R,G,B, and C  is a sensing matrix for the color channel C. Accordingly,  is modeled as
The ratio of number of measurements in y to the number of pixels in x is called the subrate (or measurement rate) which represents sampling rate reduction by CS compared to the conventional Nyquist/Shannon rate. CS recovery is to faithfully recover the image vector x from the ill-posed problem (1) . Given a sparsifying basis D that sparsifies x into a sparse representation ,  , xD   CS recovers the sparse representation  using an optimization method with a data constraint on the measurement y and a regularization on the sparsity of  , #  , as:
Conventionally, the sparsity regularization #  can be ℓ0-, ℓ1-, or log-norm. (2) shows that performance of the CS recovery depends on how sparse the sparse representation  can be made by the sparsifying basis D; and how faithfully  can be recovered. Therefore, CS has to solve two basic problems simultaneously: one is finding a good sparsifying basis D that can decorrelate the signal of interest to produce a sparser ;  and the other is finding a proper sparse regularization #  that can bring a more faithful recovery of  via an optimization method of choice. This paper addresses these issues by using the HOSVD [19] to adaptively learn a dictionary (i.e., sparsifying basis) for the image x and using a weighted sparsity regularization to recover the corresponding sparse representation  .
B. Nonlocal higher-order dictionary
State-of-the-art image restoration schemes [14] , [15] , [34] , [35] improve restoration performance using similarity among a group of similar patches within an image, which is based on spatial similarity among values of pixels in a patch, and nonlocal similarity among values of pixels in different patches spatially not necessarily adjacent each other. However, another similarity exists for color images, that is, the similarity among color channels (e.g., R, G and B values), namely spectral similarity [36] , [37] . We show this similarity in terms of cross correlation among any two color channels as in Fig. 2 , where the cross correlation is calculated as, for example of R and G channel,
respectively average values of R and G channels. The correlation between any two color channels is high, which is usually higher than 0.8. Therefore, to exploit all of these similarities including spectral similarity for CS of color images, we propose to use the HOSVD [21] , [24] , [25] , [38] to decompose these similarities so that we can learn a higher order dictionary adaptively for each group of color patches for special case of compressive sensing of color images. We then set up an algorithm to recover a color image from CS measurements using a proper regularization on the sparsity of the sparse representation corresponding to the learned dictionary to improve quality of the recovered color image. For the image x, we extend the notations used in literature [21] , [24] , [25] , [38] to denote
, the operator that extracts the g-th group of L similar patches of size 3 pp ,
, from the image x; and
corresponding inverse operation that aggregates the group   g X back to its corresponding positions in the vector x and pads zeros elsewhere. g N is the number of groups in the image x. We then apply the HOSVD to each   g X to find the higher order singular vectors, denoted by   g D , which is then considered as a dictionary for   .
in the corresponding (k-th) dimension. We illustrate this concept in Fig. 3 , however, for the case K = 3. According to the dictionary   g D , the sparse representation is (higher order) singular values 
The whole image x can be retrieved as xD   as following:
where . is the element-wise division and
Because the image x is not available at the recovery, instead of learning the dictionary D from x, we learn it from ref x denoting its reference (which can be erroneous) version of x. Availability of ref x will be discussed latter.
C. Weighted sparsity regularization
To recover the sparse representation
, we need regularization on its property (i.e., sparsity). We assume that side information on the magnitudes of coefficients of the sparse representation is available at recovery. For example, this information can be estimated from a sparse representation ref
Accordingly to side information, we can recover those coefficients expected to be large in magnitude as large ones in magnitude and vice versa, by defining a weighted sparsity regularization that uses a high dimensional weight tensor,   Figure 3 . Visualization of a dictionary   g  , k = 1,…,K generated from tensor   g X using HOSVD in case of K = 3, but it can be generalized to a larger K. Figure 2 . Cross correlation among color channels for various test images. 
Cross correlation
In this definition, we assign a large weight value   1 | ,...,
which is expected to have small magnitude so that it is minimized better by the minimization in (2) to be recovered as a small one in magnitude. On the other hand, a small weight value
whose magnitude is expected to be large for a possibly large-magnitude recovered value.
IV. ITERATIVE SOLUTION VIA SPLIT BREGMAN METHOD
The optimization problem in (2) is rewritten in terms of the higher order dictionary and the weighted sparsity regularization as:
By using the split-Bregman method [26] , which introduces an auxiliary variable b, (6) can be iteratively solved as following:
A. x subproblem in (7) By setting derivative of the cost function of (7) to zero, the solution of x is:
The large size of the sensing matrix  makes direct calculation of the solution of (10) hard. However, it can be solved efficiently by approximating the inverse matrix
with the Neumann series [39] , or by solving the subproblem in (7) using the gradient decent method [40] . This paper uses the gradient decent method, with initial 
with the step size  and the gradient direction d of:
B. α subproblem in (8) 1) Subproblem decomposition
The subproblem in (8) contains , thus it is not easy to find its derivative. Therefore, we recast the subproblem, by extending the Theorem 1 in [15] , as a case of the higher order dictionary for an easy solution. We denote   1 t r  , the sparser representation of the (already available) residual     1 tt xb   regarding the dictionary D as:
We assume the elements of the residual
      are independent of each other and have zero mean and variance 2 e  . Therefore, by the law of large number [41] , for any arbitrarily small  , the following inequality holds in probability:
where the total number of elements of error
are independent of each other, elements of its sparse representation (i.e., singular values,
also have zero mean and variance 2 e  . It is because the dictionary   g D has its sub-dictionaries of unitary matrices (as they are singular vectors of g-th group of ref x ). Also by the law of large number, we can conclude:
where the total number of elements of (14) and (15) we have the approximation with high probability when the size of the image is sufficiently large: Figure 4 confirms the approximation in (16) for the desired case of  taken from the original image vector x, for different test images at different iterations. Accordingly, the subproblem (8) can be approximated by the following decomposition:
where all constants are gathered within '  as: 
2) Optimization for a group of patches By definition in (4), sparsity regularization   ...
2.
KK
By computing derivative to all elements   1 ,..., K ii in the same manner in (20) and rearranging its results to the shape of   g  ,
Similarly, derivative of  
Accordingly, by setting the derivative of cost function in (19) regarding   g  to zero, it has a solution of:
(23) shows that an   1 ,..., (19) is calculated by the following equation:
The coefficients of  (6) is to find a solution under the data constraint and the sparsity regularization, we consider the solution of (6) as iterations of two basic processes of update and filtering. The update process is modeled by the x subproblem in (7) , in which the current recovered image is updated using information from the measurements as in (10) . The filtering process as modeled in the α subproblem in (8) is to promote the recovered sparse representation to have the image property defined in the sparsity regularization, or in other words, to filter the sparse representation to its true one by the weighting process in (24) . Therefore, the weight tensor W can be designed from the filtering perspective, by which the weighting process in (24) can bring a better approximation to the true sparse representation.
Sparse representation error. Suppose the true group
is then considered as an erroneous observation of   Fig. 5 which confirms that the sparse representation error has very small mean value (i.e., close to zero) irrespective of images at different iterations.
Oracle design of weight tensor. From the filtering perspective, the weight values in the weighting process in (24) should be designed by minimum mean squared error (MMSE) filter perspective as: 
Accordingly, (24) and (26) 
where ref  is a sparse representation of ref x regarding the dictionary D,     max ,0 ss   , *  is a positive tuning parameter representing noise level in the sparse representation, and q is a non-negative parameter to control the regularization. Therefore, this is equivalent to a weight tensor designed as: 
It should be noted that the weight tensor W does not need to be explicitly calculated as in (29) , but its implicit form in (28) is enough to do the filtering in (24) .
B. Erroneous ref
x for learning of D and design of W Similar to the reweighted ℓ1 minimization [30] , ref x can be an output of a complete recovery, as shown in Table I . However, it is very expensive to pursue a complete recovery in order to learn the dictionary D and the weight tensor W. Therefore, to significantly save the computation of the proposed method, we update the weighted tensor (and then the filtering process) at every iteration, because the improved recovered image at each iteration is expected to lead more accurate learning of the dictionary D and the weight tensor W. Furthermore, from the perspective of filtering the spare representation, we can design the filtering process (i.e., weighting process) directly from the signal to be filtered, that is,
. In this design, we consider three cases of q (i.e., q = 1, 2, and ∞), and its interpretation is given as following.  With q = 1, by simple derivation, the weight tensor in (28) gives the equivalent filtering of the sparse representation as: 
This filtering has a similar form to soft thresholding of the sparse representation as low rank minimization [42] , [43] , where the filtering is performed by sifting all coefficients toward 0.  With q = 2, another equivalent filtering of the sparse representation is given by the weight tensor in (28):
This is basically similar to performing the Wiener filter with the assumption of independent noise of zero-mean and variance 2 *  .
The filtering can be further interpreted as:
* | ,..., | ,..., | ,..., 1 | ,...,
This has a similar form to the weighted nuclear norm [44] , reweighted ℓ1 in [30] , and weighted low rank [14] , all of which perform filtering by sifting all coefficients toward zero by different amount which is inversely proportional to its magnitude.  Finally, with q = ∞, the weight tensor in (28) gives the equivalent filtering of sparse representation as: x This is similar to the hard thresholding in regularization with ℓ0 norm as in [15] , [24] . Therefore, the proposed framework can work in different ways of designing the weight tensor to approximate the MMSE filter. Because of the approximation in (16) , the solution of the sub-subproblem in (19) is just an approximation to solution of subproblem in (8) . Furthermore, the dictionary D and the weight tensor W are updated at each iteration. Accordingly, the convergence of the proposed method is hard to prove, but we will experimentally show the evolution of the recovery error over iterations in following Section.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We test the proposed HODW using 8 color images in Fig. 6 with employing a structural sensing matrix [45] based on Wash-Hadamard matrix for efficient and effective sensing.  search window centered at the current patch. To reduce computation, the current patch is shifted by a distance of 4 pixels both horizontally and vertically to its neighbors. The number of iterations is fixed as 60 T  . The proposed HODW is tested with three cases of q = 1, 2, ∞, called HODWq=1, HODWq=2, and HODWq=∞, respectively. Furthermore, we discussed in Section III that we should optimally design the weight tensor W as in (27) . Although the true sparse representation is not available at the recovery, we suppose that the optimal weight tensor in (27) is given to the proposed HODW by an oracle, called HODWOracle, just to see how much we can further improve the proposed HODW by estimating the weight tensor W very precisely. As a quality assessment index, not only conventional PSNR but also FSIMc [46] (which is shown better than PSNR in imitating human assessment on quality of color images) are reported.
We compare the proposed HODW to existing works accompanying various sets of sparsifying bases and sparsity regularizations such as ℓ1-minimization (DCT, ℓ1 norm) [1] , SPL (DWT, ℓ0 norm) [12] , TVAL3 (gradient, ℓ1 norm) [11] , FPD (trained dictionary, ℓ1 norm) [29] , GSR (nonlocal dictionary, ℓ0 norm) [15] , and NLR (nonlocal dictionary, log norm) [14] . Since they are developed for recovery of gray images, we applied them independently to each channel. We also compared the proposed HODW to other recovery schemes of color images, that is, GSL20 [17] and SGIHT [18] . Noting that the proposed HODW utilizes the nonlocal property of images, its computation can be saved by a warm start (in this paper, it is initiated with the result by TVAL3 [11] ). The performance of the proposed HODW without the initial states is investigated later in the performance evaluation section.
A. Performance 1) Objective quality assessment
The objective performance of the proposed HODW and other prior works are compared in PSNR and FSIMc [46] as in Table  II and also summarized in Table III . Comparison of three cases of q. Performance of the proposed HODW heavily depends on the tuning parameter *  , because it controls the strength of the filtering process through weighting in (24) and (29) . Hence, we investigate the setting of *  under three cases of q = 1, 2, and ∞ in Fig. 7 which shows average performance of the proposed HODW over 8 test images with ranging from 0 10 to 4 10 . Because more recovery error is expected in sparser representation of recovery images in case of low subrate r = 0.1, *  should be set larger for that case for stronger filtering of the sparse representation. On the other hand, the proposed HODW uses small *  for the case of high subrate r = 0.4 to do weak filtering. Therefore, as in Fig. 7 , the peak performance is found at: 
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Barbara Peppers Mandrill Goldhill Boats Cameraman Brick Figure 6 . Eight test color images of size 256×256 thresholding) is less effective than q = 2 (i.e., weighted softthresholding) and q = ∞ (i.e., hard-thresholding). This is because the weight tensor W with a larger q (that is, 2 or ∞) promotes sparsity of the recovered sparse representation more than q = 1, as interpreted from (29) . Therefore HODWq=∞ is 0.94 dB better than HODWq=1 and slightly (0.03 dB) better than HODWq=2.
Oracle performance of HODW. To illustrate the discussion on design of weight tensor W from filtering viewpoint with the minimum mean squared error approach, we further investigate the HODWOracle. It significantly improves the quality of the recovered images, for example of Lena in Table II , it is 5.63 dB and 12.60 dB better than the HODWq=∞ at subrate 0.1 and 0.4, respectively. The gains of 5.81 dB and 14.11 dB are found for Goldhill at the same conditions. Average performance of 8 test images in Table III confirms that the improvements by HODWOracle increases as subrate increases. The improvement is 6.83 dB at subrate 0.1 and is up to 13.69 dB at subrate 0.4. Though the HODWOracle is not practical, it does show that there is still plenty of room to improve for the proposed HODW by a better design of the weight tensor W. 35 0.943 0.971 0.981 0.987 0.971 29.89 32.47 34.44 36.15 33.24 0.917 0.955 0.974 0.982 0. Comparison to other state-of-the-art methods. By exploiting the nonlocal property of color images, the proposed HODW is significantly better than the previous work employing the fixed sparsifying bases of DCT (in ℓ1 [1] ), DWT (in SPL [12] ), gradient (in TVAL3 [11] ), and even trained dictionary (in FPD [29] ) regardless of their sparsity regularizations. For an example of subrate 0.1 for Lena in Table II By averaging all test cases, HODWq=∞ is shown to achieve performance improvement by more than 6 dB to the methods of ℓ1 [1] , SPL [12] , and TVAL3 [11] as shown in Table III .
By exploiting the nonlocal property of images, NLR [14] and GSR [15] can produce better performance than the recoveries with fixed sparsifying bases. However, without taking the color correlation in account, as depicted in Fig. 2 , their performance is inferior to the proposed HODW that utilizes the color correlation. For the image of Brick which has less color correlation as shown in Fig. 2 Table III , HODWq=∞ is by 2.73 dB and 3.43 dB better than GSR [15] and NLR [14] , respectively.
Finally, the proposed HODW is also significantly better than the other recovery methods for color images, SL20 [17] and SGIHT [18] . This is because, instead of using ℓ20 as in SL20 [17] and SGIHT [18] , HODW utilizes HOSVD to exploit the color correlation, and then, at the same time the nonlocal property of color images as well. The performances at subrate 0.1 for Lena of SL20 [17] , SGIHT [18] , and HODWq=∞ are respectively 22.68 dB (0.796), 24.92 dB (0.822), and 31.15 dB (0.942). On average, in Table III , SL20 [17] and SGIHT's [18] performance are by 8.15 dB and 8.34 dB inferior to HODWq=∞.
2) Subjective quality assessment
Subjective quality is consistent to objective quality of PSNR or FSIMc [46] in Table II , where the proposed HODW brings significant improvement to the state-of-the-art methods. We evaluate the subjective quality of the recovered images for Lena, Mandrill, and Goldhill by different recovery methods with respect to various sparsifying bases and various sparsity regularizations as shown in Fig. 1, 8, and 9 . By using the fixed sparsifying bases of DCT or wavelet transform or trained dictionary ℓ1 [1] , SPL [12] , TVAL3 [11] , FPD [29] , most of texture information cannot be recovered, for example of texture in cheek of mandrill in Fig. 8 or the window in box in Fig. 9 . With the fixed sparsifying bases, SL20 [17] and SGIHT [18] which are even dedicated to color images still cannot recover those texture information well, for example, the window in box in Fig. 9 is blurred. On the other hand, with nonlocal exploitation, this texture information is recovered better by NLR [14] and GSR [15] . However, the works of NLR [14] and GSR [15] , without color exploitation, have problem of color mismatch among three color channels, and this produces weird color appearance, for example, nearby the mouth of mandrill in Fig. 8 or the mouth and the left eye of Lena in Fig. 1 . This problem is solved by recovery of three color channels together by the proposed HODW, by which the weird color disappears. Furthermore, color exploitation also helps preserving texture information better, as seen in the hat of Lena, mandrill's hair, and the window recovered by proposed HODW in Fig.'s 1, 8,  and 9 .
B. Performance evolution
The convergence of the proposed method is not easy to prove due to some approximations in (16) and (27) and updates by each iteration for the dictionary D and weight tensor W. Hence, in this paper, we experimentally show the performance evolution in PSNR of the proposed HODW for both cases, with and without warm start in Fig. 10 for several test images. Fig.  10 shows that the proposed HODW evolves to stable states of PSNR for both cases of with and without warm start, however, it evolves faster with warm start (around 50 iterations) than without warm start (around 200 iterations).
C. Computational complexity
Compared to those frameworks based on a fixed sparsifying bases of DCT in ℓ1-DCT [1] , DWT in SPL-DWT [12] , and gradient in TVAL3 [11] , those frameworks based on the nonlocal property of GSR [15] and NLR [14] have to perform computationally heavy tasks of searching for similar patches and singular value decomposition. Therefore, they consume more computational time than recoveries with fixed sparsifying bases. GSR [15] , NLR [14] , and the proposed HODW consume 7433s, 1369s, and 5704s, respectively as shown in Table IV . However, with cost of more computation, the frameworks based on the nonlocal property of images bring dramatic improvement to CS applications of images.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper proposed a learning scheme of an adaptive higherorder dictionary that uses higher order singular value decomposition to exploit correlation within color images in compressive sensing framework. Its corresponding sparse representation is recovered with a weighted sparsity regularization accompanied with a weight tensor to promote the sparsity of the recovered sparse representation, so that the large sparse representation's elements (in magnitude) are expected to be recovered as large values and vice versa. By this concept, we design the weight tensor from the viewpoint of minimum mean squared error filtering (i.e., Wiener filter) with several variations of the designs of the weight tensor. Our experimental results confirmed its performance improvement over other state-of-the-art recovery methods. Furthermore, the proposed method supplied by optimal weighted tensor as an oracle case shows possibility of dramatic improvement, which sheds lights on further development of better design of the weight tensor to approximate the oracle case. Besides, the proposed method is solved for general case of the sensing matrix  , which is easily extended to other image restoration problems, for example, deblurring of color images, where  is the corresponding blurring kernels. Finally, this paper showed the case of compressive sensing, in which the dictionary and the weight tensor are learned from the recovery of previous iteration. However, it can be extended to other works in which the reference picture is available such as the case of flash/no flash denoising. Figure 9 . Comparison of recovered color image Goldhill by different recovery methods employing different sparsity bases and sparsity regularizations. Numbers in brackets are PSNR and FSIMc [46] , respectively. It uses a structural sensing matrix [45] at subrate 0.1.
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Peppers Mandrill Figure 10 . Performance evolution in PSNR of the proposed HODW with and without warm start of TVAL3 [11] (denote "w/ ws" and "w/o ws", respectively) at subrate 0.1. 
